
 

2019 Recommended Reading List  
Created by Upper School Students and the English Department Faculty 

 
GOAL: To build a culture of reading and cultivate reading for enjoyment at the Upper 
School division using student and teacher voice.  
 

 US Student Recommendations: 
 

Title  Author  Recommended by…. because….. 

1984 George Orwell  “I recommend this book for students because it is a fantastic book 
showing dystopian world. And many students can learn from this 
book and change their view of how they look at the government 
and how it can control people and their lives.” - Brian Seog, gr. 9 
 
 “I would recommend this book because it correctly shows how a 
dystopian society would look like.” - Minji Kim, gr. 9 

12 Rules for Life: An 
antidote to Chaos 

Jordan Peterson  “I recommend this book to psychology students or people seeking 
an intellectual reflection on the chaos of life, which Peterson 
masterfully comments on through his academic essays, ingenious 
wit, and professional approach to various facets of life. As a 
personal fan of Professor Peterson, this book is a must have for 
those seeking an intellectual masterpiece and solid life advice.” - 
Junhyung Kim, gr. 11 

Artemis Fowl Eoin Colfer  “Artemis Fowl is a boy prodigy genius, and he finds out about a 
secret hidden fairy world, full of non-cliche dwarves, elves, goblins, 
centaurs and the like. He exploits them and outsmart them single 
handedly, gaining a lot of gold in the process, also, did I forget to 
mention he is a criminal mastermind?” - Evan Cobb, gr. 9 

Between the Shades of 
Grey 

Ruta Sepetys  “This book is about the suffering of a Lithuanian girl during the 
Lithuanian–Soviet War and some might think it is a bit childish but I 
liked it because it illustrates the thoughts deep in a girl's heart in a 
composed tone.” - Jiwon Hwang, gr. 9 

Brave New World Aldous Huxley  “I would recommend this book because it is a dystopian novel that 
has an interesting plot that the reader will surely find interesting.” - 
Ben Yoon, gr. 9 

Caraval Trilogy Stephanie Garber  “This book is recommended for people who enjoy fantasy with a bit 
of romance. The whole trilogy circles around this carnival called 
Caraval, which is hosted by a guy named Legend.” - Francine 
Dominguez, gr. 9 

Carry On Rainbow Rowell  “Harry Potter's last year meets the modern world in Carry On. The 
book explores the life of Simon Snow, chosen one, and his last year 
at Watford School of Magicks that takes him far out of the school 
grounds and asks the question, "What if you weren't the chosen 
one?" - Jamie Ko, gr. 9 



 

Cheerleaders Kara Thomas “This book is recommended for people who enjoy suspense and 
mystery.” - Nicole Violeta, gr. 9 

Crushing It 
 

Gary Vaynerchuk “It has a lot of interesting inputs, advice and lessons and is useful in 
the present day.” - Jason Gagnon, gr. 10 

Ego Is The Enemy Ryan Holiday “I recommend this book because the occurrences in the book are 
real life situations that many can relate to. Also the examples of 
those who have battled with their ego are well known people in 
society”--Mikhael Camcam, gr. 11 

Everything Everything Nicola Yoon “This is a cute story about a dude and girl who go on a date nd fall in 
love with each other in a small amount of time and then see each 
other again after many years.” Nicole Dritsas, gr. 9 

Gathering Blue Lois Lowry “I recommend this book because it deals with an interesting social 
system the differs to the first book of The Giver Quartet. Though not 
seemingly related, the book introduces a surprising way of 
connecting The Giver and Gathering Blue.”- Lara McBean, gr. 11 

Good in a Room Stephanie Palmer “I recommend this book to high schoolers because it helps with 
social anxiety and helps develop the skill of self-presentation and 
charisma, traits which are often natural to a select few and essential 
on the next level. It also teaches things that aren't taught in school 
that normally requires experience to learn, which is invaluable for 
high schoolers moving on to the next level.” - Junhyung Kim, gr. 11. 

Gregor the overlander Suzanne Collins Alex Bigander, gr. 9 

I Have Lost My Way Gayle Forman “I would recommend this book because it is a beautiful story about 
three teens who meet and end up transforming one another's lives 
one fateful day in New York City.” - Visshaline Poobalan, gr. 9 

I Will Always Write Back Caitlin Alifirenka, 
Liz Welch, and 
Martin Ganda 

“This book is a true story about how one girl from America changed 
a Zimbabwean boy's future by being his pen pal. I think this book is 
remarkable because of how this girl's small actions heavily impacted 
this boys life and it opens our eyes to the reality that some people in 
less developed countries are facing everyday.” - Diego Untalan, gr. 9 

Invisible Ghosts Robyn Schneider “This book is recommended for everyone because it's so good. It's 
about a girl who has lost her brother but still sees his ghost. This 
ghost holds her back from what she really wants and it's about 
letting him go. I really recommend it for those who like fiction and 
love stories” - Nicole Dritsas, gr. 9 

Let the Right One In John Ajvide 
Lindqvist 

“This book is about snow, blood, real selves, real scars and real 
love.” - Lois Beom, gr. 9 

London Bridges James Patterson “I would recommend this book to almost all that would like a story of 
action, drama, suspense and a great plot line. This is one of my 
favorite books and can be read by all from teens and up.” - Ryan 
Logie, gr. 9 

Love & Gelato Jenna Evans Welch “This book is recommended for people who enjoy adventure, 



 

mystery and also romance.” - Sonia Garciela, gr. 9 

Night Elie Wiesel “I recommend this book to Grade 9 students. I also recommend it 
because this book gives the reader an opportunity to be aware of 
the history of The Holocaust.” - Sue Kang gr. 11 

Noli Me Tangere Jose Rizal  “I recommend this book for Filipinos because I think it shows how 
the culture here started. It is very correlated about the culture of this 
nation.” - Sebastian Adlawan, gr. 9 

Paper Towns John Green “I recommend this book for 9th or 10th grade, because it is quite an 
easy read, and there are good themes and reflection on society.” - 
Claudine Perez, gr. 10. 

Sad Girls Lang Leav  “This book is recommended for people who enjoy thriller and 
romance. This book contains twists and turns about death and 
complications of love.” - Jazzlynne Villar, gr. 9 

Shadowhunters - City of 
Glass 

Cassandra Clare “Before reading this book, read the first two. City of Glass is the 
third book of the Mortal Instrument series by Clare that’s filled with 
romance, action and unexpected plot twists that readers will crave 
for more. Personally, after reading this book, it ended with me 
saying “wow!”’ - Sophia Lim, gr. 9 

Six of Crows Leigh Bardugo “This book is filled with intense world-building on top of an 
engaging and fast paced plot. Imagine the Netherlands, but overrun 
with mafia and a group of six outcasts about to embark on the 
biggest heist of their lives.” - Jamie Ko, gr. 9 

Sophie's World Jostein Gaarder  “This book is recommended for people who enjoy history of 
philosophy or for people who want to know basic knowledge of 
philosophy.” - Chaeeun Moon, gr. 9 

Star Wars battlefront 2 
Inferno Squad 

Christie Golden  “I enjoy fiction a book about teamwork and missions. Inferno squad 
delivers all of them, as a black ops story in a Star Wars theme.” - 
Lucas Carson, gr. 11. 

The Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn 

Mark Twain  “I would recommend this book because it is a classic and it is a fun 
read. I really enjoyed seeing Huckleberry and the runaway slave 
named Jim who he meets on his journey. I like watching the 
friendship grow and their many adventures and problems and 
solutions.” - Ellis Rutland, gr. 9 

The Alchemist Michael Scott  “I recommend this for people that enjoy historical fiction, magic, etc. 
because this uses real characters: Billy the kid, Shakespeare, 
Gilgamesh the King, even Quetzalcoatl and Odin. And it feels like a 
cameo (or the word that means "when multiple unrelated groups or 
individuals are in one book or game or film), which is really cool in 
my opinion.” -Evan Cobb, gr. 9 

The Book Thief Markus Zusak  “This book shows the power of words through a girl's actions and 
death's voice in one of the darkest moment in history and a life.” - 
Lois Beom, gr. 9 



 

The Book Thief Markus Zusak “For students into dystopian literature or history--set in WW2 this 
fictional novel clearly portrays a dystopian world run by death and 
discrimination while showing how terrible the Nazis are. 
This book also shows real events in Nazi Germany such as book 
burnings and "Kristallnacht".’ -Adam Lim, gr. 10 

The Boy in the Striped 
Pajamas 

John Boyne “Set during World War II, a boy meets girl story but the boy is in a 
concentration camp.” - Andy Delos Reyes, gr. 11 

The Curious Incident of 
the Dog in the Night Time 

Mark Haddon  “I recommend this book to students in their teenage years because 
this book presents a theme of coming of age. The story is about a 
boy with autism spectrum going on a journey, attempting to 
overcome his disorder.” - Minsun Kim, gr. 10 

The Great Gatsby Scott Fitzgerald  “I know this is a very cliche choice, but it really was my favorite 
book that I read outside of class in high school. It was engaging and 
made me think without making my brain hurt.” - Mackenzie Atkins, 
gr. 11 

The Hitchhiker’s Guide to 
the Galaxy 

Douglas Adams  "Hitchhikers is a must read! It's very silly and lighthearted yet it's one 
of those you gotta read before you DIE. If you're looking for a unique 
adventure, stop looking because this is the weirdest one out there." - 
Raya Simpao, gr. 9 

The Knife of Never 
Letting Go 

Patrick Ness  “I would recommend this book because I really enjoyed the book 
when I first read it. The story was new and innovative and the 
characters were really interesting.” - Talia Legarda, gr. 12 

The Lion , The Witch and 
The Wardrobe 

C. S Lewis  “This book is recommended for people who enjoy reading the 
fictional and fantasy book. The story plot is very catchy and 
interesting, the author also shows the Good Vs Evil in the book.” - 
Joanna Go, gr. 9 

Twilight Stephenie Meyer  “I recommend the book Twilight because the characters are well 
developed! I just couldn’t stop reading it that I finished it in 2 days! It 
is a good book to start the genre of romance with. It was my first 
romance book and I absolutely love it. I thought it would be truly 
awesome if I had a friend like Edward!” - Olivia Kwon, gr. 9 
 
 “This relatively famous book is widely known, and it is about a girl 
who moves back to her father's house to go to school, and meets 
vampires, werewolves, etc. as most of you guys will already know. It 
is mostly a love story, but I personally found it really enjoyable even 
though I'm not the biggest fan of love stories and turned out to be 
one of my favorite books. I read the whole series in a week. Highly 
recommended to read the whole series, the only warning is that the 
books are quite thick :)” - Andrew Kim, gr. 9 

Uprooted Naomi Novik  "Agnieszka loves her small village and everyone in it. However, their 
entire existence is haunted by the corrupted Wood right on their 
border. The only thing keeping them alive is the Dragon, a very 
powerful but cold hearted wizard. But he asks for a very hefty price: 



 

a young maiden to serve him for 10 years. It is said that those who 
return are never the same. When the time comes for the Dragon to 
choose his next servant, Agnieszka fears for her best friend Kasia, 
but it is not her he chooses." —Isabel Reichert, gr. 9 

Warriors: Into The Wild Erin Hunter  “This book is recommended for people who like animals, because 
the book itself is set in the perspective of a house cat named Rusty, 
who dreams of leaving home and going into the forest to live. The 
series has a few dozen books, usually divided into parts of 5 books, 
and this book is book 1 of the first part, called the new prophecy. I 
personally really enjoyed the whole series, and I would strongly 
recommend it to animal lovers, but is good for anyone of any age 
level.” - Andrew Kim, gr. 9 

Wonder RJ Palacio  “Wonder is about a boy who has a facial deformity and how he 
survives school. The story helps us appreciate who we are and why 
we should live life the way we want to live it. I think the types of 
students that would read this book are girls and boys that feel like 
they need some motivation.” -Joseph Leggatt, gr. 9 

 
 

US English Teachers’ Recommendations: 
 

D. Cho   1. Trifles by Susan Glaspell 
This one-act play (yes, a play!) is based on a real-life murder on a cold December night in an 
Iowa farmhouse. The case revolved around the murder of John Hossack and his suspected 
wife. Glaspell was a young reporter at the time when she wrote about the case leading readers 
down a familiar path of outrage and distress. However, when she visited the Hossack kitchen in 
the company of investigators, she starts seeing Mrs. Hossack not as a criminal, but as a victim. 
Glaspell later on went to write this play and even perform the part of “Mrs. Hale”. Within the 
play, you’ll find many insights into relations between men and women; and also detect 
Glaspell’s social commentary on class distinctions through the character’s interactions.  
 

2. Pachinko by Min Jin Lee 
“History has failed us, but no matter”- is the first line to this family saga of four generations from 
Korea, who are forced to move to Japan during Japanese colonialism to seek a better life. The 
story focuses on just one family and their dynamics, but how their experiences of hardships and 
turmoil represent a divided and colonized nation is surreal. Themes about culture and identity 
are predominant in this deeply engrossing novel, and as a third-culture kid myself, I could study 
the characters from a distant but also relate with the struggle of being a foreigner in a familiar 
place.  
 

3. The Joy Luck Club by Amy Tan  
This intertwined story of four mothers and four daughters is a must-read! Amy Tan is an astute 
storyteller who knows the importance of each individual story. The mothers are all from China, 
who were forced to move to the US because of circumstance, and the daughters are born in 
America. As each story unfolds, the cultural divide between mother-daughter seem to slowly 
mend, also helping us as readers gain more sympathy and understanding for each character. 
This grappling novel explores issues of identity, culture, and family relationships and could be 
relatable to many young adults growing up as third-culture kids.   



 

B. Reed  1. The Haunting of Hill House by Shirley Jackson  
 

Any fan of the show on Netflix needs to read this immediately. The Haunting of Hill House is a 
Gothic Horror novel written by Shirley Jackson. The story deals with the unstable nature of a 
woman who partakes in a “research-based” study of a house with supposed supernatural 
activity. Despite the “horror” tag it usually gets labeled with, Jackson’s novel relies more on 
elements of terror, doom, and a constant sense of uneasiness, which makes for a pretty 
darn-good page-turning text. THHH is one of those novels where you basically question the 
authenticity of the information, characters, and events that play out in front of you. For anyone 
who has been put off by horror as a literary genre, for whatever preconceived notions of the 
genre that you may have, this is a novel worth exploring.  
 
2. Big Questions by Anders Nilsen 
 
This is a weird, but fun graphic novel. If you like philosophy, religion, and talking birds, this 
might be the book for you. Written by Anders Nilsen, “Big Questions” asks just that: all of the 
big life questions we tend to ask to make meaning out of our own lives. Following the story 
lines of a variety of birds and their individual adventures, Andres directly and indirectly 
addresses some of these big questions when a bomb and a plane fall from the sky and chaos 
ensues within the natural world. Birds take sides. Birds form groups. Birds profess different 
truths. This novel is pretty thick too, so when you finish it you can use it to prop up wobbly 
tables or flatten small objects. Contains some explicit content. 

G. Glazier  1. The Eye of the World (Book 1 of The Wheel of Time) by Robert Jordan 
 
Mad about how Game of Thrones dropped the ball with its final season? Rejoice! Robert 
Jordan’s Wheel of Time series will satisfy your craving for epic fantasy. We begin with Rand, a 
young man growing up in a small farming village, whose life suddenly changes when two 
mysterious strangers arrive one night. Finding themselves caught up in an ancient prophecy, 
Rand and his friends are forced to leave their peaceful home and embark on an unforgettable 
adventure. Buckle up, as Rand’s journey spans 14 novels packed to the brim with monsters, 
betrayal, magic, mystery, bloody battle scenes, and of course -- romance! Highly recommended 
if you are looking to be swept away this summer. Also, please come chat with Mr. Glazier about 
this series -- it’s his favorite! 
 
2. In Cold Blood by Truman Capote 
Referred to by the author as a “non-fiction novel,” this remarkable pageturner blurs the lines 
between author and journalist. In Cold Blood is a captivating look at murder in a small town, and 
Capote does an excellent job of weaving together multiple perspectives into an exciting, eerie 
narrative. You will find this hard to put down! What begins as a classic mystery/thriller becomes 
a nuanced meditation on masculinity as Capote reveals the events leading up to one of the 
bloodiest crimes in America. This book is a masterclass in suspense, as well as investigative 
journalism. A must-read!  

K. Leung  1. Song of Achilles by Madeline Miller 
 

This is a fantastic book for anyone interested in Greek mythology (or mythology in general) and 
compelling storytelling. "Song of Achilles" tells the tale of the half-god Achilles' ascent to fame 
and glory from the perspective of his quiet, far less heralded friend Patroclus. It is a beautifully 
written story of fate, love, duty, and grief. Contains mature themes. 

 
2. Number 9 Dream by David Mitchell 



 

 
David Mitchell is one of the greatest living fiction writers, best known for his epic magnum opus 
"Cloud Atlas", which was turned (unsuccessfully) into a movie. "Number 9 Dream", however, 
was Mitchell's lesser-known second novel, and is set in Japan, where the author lived for a long 
time. Fans of Haruki Murakami's work will see the influence here but also appreciate the stylistic 
brilliance that Mitchell brings to all his work. The story is narrated by 19-year-old Eiji Miyake as 
he searches for a father who he never met... An adventure that pushes him face to face with 
gangsters, talking animals, ghosts, and his own dark past. Exceptional writing and storytelling 
that will make you laugh and cry. Contains mature themes. 

K. Spachuk  1. Epileptic by David B. (Beauchard) 
David B is a French graphic novelist and memoirist. Epileptic is the story of a family struggling to 
find alternative therapies/medicine  (communes and Macrobiotics) and esoteric practices 
kabbalah to heal their son who suffers from grand mal seizures and increasingly mental illness. 
Beautifully illustrated hermetically inspired.  
 
2. Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance by Robert Pirsig 
A philosophical novel and an inquiry to the role of technology and meaning in our world. Part 
motorcycle travelogue and part examination of father/son dynamics--this is a classic novel of 
the seventies and recovery from the excesses and headtrips of the previous decade.  
 

L. Trajano  1. The Whale Rider by Witi Ihimaera 
I saw the film first when it came out in 2002 and I thought it was awesome.  Picked up the 
novella a few years later and binge-read it. It’s a good book.  I love how Mr. Ihimaera 
incorporates the tension between cultural tradition and contemporary societal values.  I also am 
drawn to the way he weaves indigenous story traditions (Maori) into a modern-day setting. 
BTW:  Mr. Ihimaera is on the IB authors list. If you read the novella and/or watch the movie, let’s 
chat!  - Trajano 
 
2. Chronicles by Bob Dylan 
Dylan is from Minnesota, as am I.  This memoir has been on the backburner of my reading list 
for a long time.  Now that Mr. Dylan has made the IB authors list, I have professional impetus to 
read it! Dylan is a living legend in the world of folk and rock music, and while I’m not a groupie 
or anything, his music and life have intrigued me since elementary school.  I’m really going to 
read Chronicles this summer.  Let me know if you read it too.  Also, if you’re looking for good 
Dylan documentaries, watch No Direction Home (2005) and/or Rolling Thunder Revue (coming 
out on Netflix on June 12).  Both are by Martin Scorsese. -Trajano 

 
 
 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/62911.Witi_Ihimaera

